"Do the Write Thing: Violence"

Violence affected my life because everyday when I get dress I always thought about putting on my brand new sneaker and walking outside and showing them off without being concerned by someone who saw something they like that I had and beating me or killing me just for that item. At night when I walk home and I know that it's a bad neighborhood where comes he at one of times he I always keep of my surroundings and keep looking back for anything suspicious and keep my mouth close and hide anything that might look expensive and walk really fast to get from where I'm at to somewhere safe. The cause of youth violence is that the parents of the child that they love are heartbroken because there kid was killed and it hurts because there never gonna seem him/her again. They brought them in this world but someone took their life.
"Do the Write Thing: Side 2"

Also when youth violence happen it also
scared all the other kids because know they
scared because the same thing that happen
to them is the same thing that can
happen to theirselves and the kids that
die that are young they didn't even
cast to live their life because it was
ended short. What I would do aboast
youth violence is I would try and cer
a youth of kids that my age and try
to be a leader of all my followers
and lead by a example be positive
around them and showed them right,
from wrong and try to speak to
them how serious these streets are
and how dangerous they can be because
a bullet doesn't have a name because someone
can see you and think you one of his enemies and
kill because he thinks
Your gonna do something

him.